We define a concept of probability on an n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebra and we present some basic properties. The main result is an extension theorem for continuous probabilities, which is already known for probabilities defined on Boolean algebras and MV-algebras.
Introduction
The notion of state or probability on an MV-algebra was defined by Mundici in order to obtain a mathematical representation of the concept of average degree of truth of a sentence in the infinite valued Lukasiewicz-Tarski logic. Further, this notion was studied in [1] , where there was proved that a state defined on the Boolean center of an MV-algebra A can be uniquely extended to a state defined on A.
To define an appropriate concept of probability for a logical system is a general problem in mathematics. This paper is a contribution to this problem for the n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras ( [2] [3] [4] ).
In Section 2 we give the basic definitions and properties of n-valued Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras. For a detailed study of this structure one can see [4, 2] . Section 3 is a briefly presentation of probabilities defined on Boolean algebras.
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We denote by C(L) the set of all complemented elements of L and call it the center of L. It is easy to see that (C(L), V, A, N, 0, l) is a Boolean algebra.
In sequel, we shall remind two examples of important LMn-algebras. 
Proposition 2.4 [8]. Every LM,-algebra L is completely chrysippian, providedJor every (a~).~c s C L: (a) ifV,e s a, exists then ~oi(Vs6s a~) --V~es ~0,(a,) Jor all i E I; (b) if A,e s a, exists then (p,(A~cs a.0 = A~cs q~,(a,) for all i E I.
Based on this proposition and using the determination principle it is easy to prove that the following properties hold for any LM,,-algebra L and for every
We remind that an LM,-algebra is a-complete if it is a-complete as a lattice. It is obvious that if L is a a-complete LM,,-algebra then C(L) is a a-complete Boolean algebra.
Probabilities on Boolean algebras
Let (B, V, A,N, 0, 1) be a Boolean algebra. A probability on B is a function g: B ~ [0,1] such that: 1. /2(1)= 1; 2. p(xVy) =p(x)+p(y) for allx, yEBwithxAy=0. Every Boolean probability has the following properties (x and y are arbitrary elements from a Boolean algebra): (x,,) , C_ B, x, + 0 lira .... /~(x,,) = 0. In sequel we shall remind a well-known extension theorem for Boolean probabilities. We shall also sketch the proof of this theorem (following [5] , pp. 19-23 or [9] , pp. 19 23) because we shall refer to it in Section 6. 
and prove that C is a a-subalgebra of Bl and /J" Ic is a a-probability.
From the fact that B C_ C it results S(B) C_ C and the needed extension is = It" S(B). []

States on Lukasiewicz-Moisil algebras
In this section we shall define the concepts of i-state and vector of states on an LM,-algebra. In the beginning we introduce couples of binary operations (Oi, Oi) for i E {1,..., [n/2]}, where [~] denotes the integer part of ~. Under each of these couples the LM,,-algebra has a structure that is very close to the structure of MV-algebra. We define the states associated with these new operations. We remark that the classical definition that involves v and A is useless because we obtain functions that have no major property.
Let n be a natural number, n >~ 2. We shall denote I = {1,...,n -1} and
In sequel L=(L,A,V,N,~o~,...,q~nq,O, 1 ) will be an LM~-algebra. For every i E J and for every x, y E L we define: Proof. We shall prove only the associativity of ®i. For x, y, z E L we have that:
Identities (8) (10) 
. Let x, y be arbitrary elements of L and i E J. (11 ) x <<, y implies x ®i z <~ y ®, z and x Qi z <<, y Gi z for every z C L.
Proof. The property (11) 
Proof. (12) Because b E C(L)
we know that ¢oib-~o,,_ib =b, so using absorption we have 
Let L be an LM,-algebra endowed with the structure determined by the operations ®~ and % for an arbitrary i ~ J. Proposition 4.6. The following are equivalent:
Proof. (a)~(b). (b.3) is obvious. (b.2) results immediately by (10). (b.1) It is obvious that (b.1) is true for x, y E C(L). Let x, y E L:
2P(x Vy) = (P(qh(x Vy)) + P(~p,, ,(x Vy))) = P(~pi x V %v)
and the intended relation is proved. (8), (9) and (b.1) results
(b)~(a): By hypothesis we know 2P(x @, y) = P( ~o,(x ®, y) )+ P( qo , ,(x @~ y) ) and 2P(x G,y) --P(q),(x c2~y)) + P(qo,, ,(x %)')). Using
2P(x ~)iY) = P(~P,, i(x Ay)) + P(~pz(x Vy))
-P(q~,,_i(x Ay) A ~pi(x Vy)) + P(~p,,_i(x Ay)) = P(~p,,_i(x Ay)) +P(q~i(x Vy)) -P((q~,, ,x A %)0 V (~p,x A ~p,, y)) + P(q~,, i(x Ay))
--P(~, i(x A y)) + P(~Pi(x V y)) -P(q~,, i x A ~oiy ) --P(tp,x A <p,, iY) + P(q~i(x A y)) + P(% i(x f y)) = P(q~,, i x) + P(% ,y) + P(~pi x) + P((py) -P((p. ix A (PiY) --P((Pi x A (p._~y) = 2P(x) + 2P(y) --P(~gn i x/~ (PIT) --P((Pi x A (Pn-iY) and similarly 2P(x ~)i y) = 2P(x) + 2P(y) -P((P,_ix V (Py) -P((P,x V (P,_y).
Adding the last two relations we have 
if x <~ y then P(Nx ~)i Y) = P(Y) -P(x); (iv) if x<~y then P(x) ~P(y).
Proof. (i) is trivial and (ii) results by (5). If x<,y, from (11) we have that x ®i Ny = 1 so (iii) results using the definition of an /-state and (ii). The property (iv) results by (iii). []
Proof. We apply Proposition 4.8 for every i E J. []
It is obvious that there is a one to one and onto correspondence between the set of all vectors of states defined on L and the set of all the Boolean probabilities defined on C(L).
Continuous states
In this section we shall define the concept of continuous" i-state which corresponds to a-probabilities in the Boolean case. For n, I and J we use the same conventions as in Section 4. In sequel L will be a a-complete LM,,-algebra. Prone (1) In the case of MV-algebras, Mundici observed that a similar concept of continuous state is not a good extension of the notion of Boolean a-probability. For LM.-algebras, the above proposition shows that our definition is appropriate. 
Lemma 5.5. Let L1 be a a-complete LMn-algebra and L C Ll an LM,-subalgebra. For an i-state P on L the Jollowing conditions are equivalent." (cl) (x.). C_L, x. •x, xEL~ limP(x.)=P(x),
(c2) (x.). C_ L, x. + x, x C L ~ limP(x,,) = P(x),
i(x) in C(L).
It results that (~0~(x.) AN~p~(x)) + 0. Using (c3) and the fact that P[c(z) is a Boolean probability we obtain
In a similar way we have that lim .... 
. P(q~._~(x.)) = P(q~._~(x)
= ~[P(~0,(x)) + P(~,, ,(x))] = P(x). []
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Definition 5.6. Let L1 a a-complete LM,-algebra and L C LI an LMnsubalgebra.
Let i be in J and P: L --~ [0, 1] an/-state on L. We say that P is a continuous istate if it satisfies one of the equivalent conditions c1~4 from the previous lemma.
We say that a vector of states P = (P1, • • •, PIn/2]) on L is continuous if P, is continuous for every i E J.
Lemma 5.7. Let Ll a a-complete LMn-algebra, L C L1 an LM~-subalgebra and i E J. P is a continuous i-state on L if and only ifl~ P ]C(L) is a a-probability on C(L).
Proof. ~ Obvious. M(X) = the monotone subset of L generated by X; S(X) = the a-complete LMn-subalgebra generated by X. 
Lemma 5.9. Let Ll be a a-complete LM,-algebra and L C Ll an LM,,-subalgebra. Then M(L) = S(L).
Proof. C_: S(L) is monotone and L C S(L), so M(L) C_ S(L).
D: We shall prove that M(L) is a a-complete LM,,-subalgebra of L1. Consider M' = {x ELl [ x E M(L),Nx E M(L)}.
Ira E L then L C_ M, c M(L) so M, = M(L). Ifx C M(L) thenx E M~ for every a E L so L C_ M~ C M(L) and M~-= M(L). Let x, y E M(L). We have x E My, so x A y E M(L) and M(L) is closed under A. Because M(L) is closed under
From the previous steps results that M(L) is an LM~-subalgebra ofL~. From definition M(L) is monotone, so it is a-complete. Now it is obvious that S(L) C M(L). []
Extension theorem
In this section we shall prove the main result of this paper. The proof of this theorem will follow the same steps as the proof in the Boolean case which are reminded in Section 3.
Theorem 6.1. Let L1 be a a-complete LMn-algebra and L C_ Li a LMnsubalgebra. An): continuous vector of states P on L can be uniquely extended to a continuous vector of states P* on S(L).
It is necessary to prove some preliminary results. We observe that from the definition of a continuous vector of states we have only to prove the theorem for every/-state ~ from P. In sequel Ll and L will be the algebras from the Theorem 6.1, i will be arbitrary in J and P~ will be an/-state on L. We know that -~ lolL, is a a-probability on C(L). (a~ x ~ EL ~ 8"(x) = 8'(x): We denote Proof. Let k c I. It is easy to see that 0, 1 c D (P,"(0)= P,.(0)= 0, P,"(1)= Pi(1) = 1). Because ~ok(q~ju ) = ~oju for every k, j E {1 .... ,n -1} we have that Di is closed under qo I for every j E 1. Because ~&Nu = N~o,, ~(u) results that Di is closed under N. Let u, v E Di. Then ~oku, ~okv E C, so ~ok(uVv ) and q~k(u A v) E C because C is a Boolean subalgebra of C(L). It follows that uAv, uVv~D.
We have just proved that Di is an LM,,-subalgebra of L1. More than this, from the definition of O~ and C)~ it is obvious that D~ is closed under this operations.
In sequel we shall prove that D~ is a o-subalgebra using one of the equivalent We proved that D, is a o-complete LM,,-subalgebra of LI. Now we prove that P" is a continuous /-state on D~. P"'u v) + P,!'(u ~, v) = P,"(u) + P,!'(v), so P,!' is an iIt is easy to see that i~ ~ state on D~. The fact that P" is continuous is a direct consequence of the last We define Pi* = P," Is/L/ and the intended extension vector of states is P* = (PI*,'",P{;/2])" Using all the previous results it is easy to see that P* is a continuous vector of states on S(L).
All we have to prove is that P* is the unique extension. 
